Retirement Awards
Steel Fire Pit
Diamond Bracelet
This beautifully designed bracelet
showcases 33 sparkling near white
diamonds of 1.5mm and 1/2 CT, all
around a 7.5" bracelet. Set in silver
and secured with pressure clasp.

This 34" wood burning fire pit
has a sleek, and modern design.
Comes with a poker to tend the fire
wood, a chrome cooking grid to
BBQ, and a weather-resistant cover
to protect from the elements.
Features adjustable floor levelers
to help even out the height on
uneven ground.

3 Piece Luggage Set
Le Creuset French Oven
A Le Creuset 5.2L Round French
Oven featuring even heat
distribution and superior heat
retention for cooking on the
stovetop or finishing in the oven.

Watch
Your choice of a men's Hugo Boss
watch with stainless steel rose gold
case, crocodile embossed leather
band and 30M water resistance.
Or a ladies' Juicy Couture (42mm)
watch with rose gold stainless steel
case and bracelet and 30M water
resistance.

A set of Samsonite spinning
luggage featuring locking upright
handle, fully lined interior, top
and side carry handles and
combination lock. Comes in 22",
26" and 30" sizes. Available in
black, dark red, blue, and blue
slate.

Charcoal Smoker
A 14" Smokey Mountain cooker
featuring built-in thermometer,
porcelain-enameled water pan
and porcelain-enameled charcoal
chamber helps keep your fuel in a
concentrated area to help control
temperatures.

Floor Mopping Robot

Duvet Bedding Set

The iRobot Floor Mopping Robot
uses dry or damp cloths to mop
floors for you, keeping dirt and
dust under control automatically.
Changable sweep/mop modes and
faster charging with turbo charge
cradle.

Proud to be hypoallergenic, this
Cluster Fibre sleep set features
down-like fibres encased in
breathable, washable cotton. Set is
available in your choice of King or
Queen size and includes one duvet
and two pillows.

For ordering or information, please contact Lisa Hepworth, Human Resources Assistant, at 204-258-2720.
Items may not be exactly as shown due to manufacturer’s discontinuation. Substitutions will be of equal or greater value.

